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The first best-practice,  start-to-finish guide for the software build process

Managing builds is crucial to the profitable delivery of  high-quality software; however, the build process has been one of the  least-understood stages of the entire development lifecycle. Now, one of  Microsoft's leading software build experts introduces step-by-step best  practices for maximizing the reliability, effectiveness, timeliness, quality,  and security of every build you create.

Drawing on his extensive experience working with Microsoft's  enterprise and development customers, Vincent Maraia covers all facets of the  build process—introducing techniques that will work on any platform, on projects  of any size. Maraia places software builds in context, showing how they  integrate with configuration management, setup, and even customer support.  Coverage includes

	
    How Microsoft manages builds: process flows, check-in windows,  reporting status, and more

    
	
    Understanding developer and project builds, pre- and post-build  steps, clean builds, incremental builds, continuous integration builds, and  more

    
	
    Choosing the right build tools for your projects

    
	
    Configuring source trees and establishing your build  environment—introducing Virtual Build Labs (VBLs)

    
	
    Planning builds for multiple-site development projects or  teams

    
	
    Determining what should (and shouldn't) be kept under source  control

    
	
    Managing versioning, including build, file, and .NET assembly  versions

    
	
    Using automation as effectively as possible

    
	
    Securing builds: a four layer approach—physical, tracking  sources, binary/release bits assurance, and beyond

    


Builds powerfully impact every software professional:  developers, architects, managers, project leaders, configuration specialists,  testers, and release managers. Whatever your role, this book will help you  implement a smoother, faster, more effective build process—and use it to deliver  better software.
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Image-Based Geometric Modeling and Mesh Generation (Lecture Notes in Computational Vision and Biomechanics)Springer, 2012

	As a new interdisciplinary research area, “image-based geometric modeling and mesh generation” integrates image processing, geometric modeling and mesh generation with finite element method (FEM) to solve problems in computational biomedicine, materials sciences and engineering. It is well known that FEM is currently...
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Women, Islam and Everyday Life: Renegotiating Polygamy in Indonesia (Women in Asia Series)Routledge, 2009
This book examines Islam and women’s everyday life, focusing in particular on the highly controversial issue of polygamy. It discusses the competing interpretations of the Qur’anic verses that are at the heart of Muslim controversies over polygamy, with some groups believing that Islam enshrines polygamy as a male right, others seeing...
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Running Microsoft(r) Windows(r) 2000 ProfessionalMicrosoft Press, 2000
With Windows 2000 Professional, Microsoft delivers its most powerful and intuitive user experience to date. And with RUNNING MICROSOFT WINDOWS 2000 PROFESSIONAL, users at all levels of Windows fluency get the answers they need to put this new platform to work-direct from Microsoft's own publishing division. This one-stop reference offers the most...
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Great People Decisions: Why They Matter So Much, Why They are So Hard, and How You Can Master ThemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Great organizations are made up of great people. And for leaders at all levels within those organizations, the ability to find, hire, integrate, and retain great people is an absolutely critical skill—critical to their organization's success, and critical to their own success.
But for most people, making great appointments is difficult,...
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Wearable Electronics and PhotonicsCRC Press, 2005

	Building electronics into clothing is a major new concept that opens up a whole array of multi-functional, wearable electro-textiles for sensing/monitoring body functions, delivering communication facilities, data transfer, individual environment control, and so on. Fashion articles will carry key pads for mobile phones and connections for...
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Corrosion Behaviour and Protection of Copper and Aluminum Alloys in Seawater (EFC 50)CRC Press, 2007


	The Marine Corrosion Working Party of the EFC (EFC WP9) organised an

	international workshop on the behaviour of copper and aluminium alloys in

	natural and treated seawaters during EUROCORR 2004 in Nice (France).

	One of the major objectives of this ‘Marine Corrosion Workshop on Copper

	and Aluminium Alloys in...
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